Stay Engaged with UKG

Use this helpful resource guide to easily find the information
you need to optimize the use of your UKG™ (Ultimate Kronos
Group) solution. Explore a wide array of informative content,
learn new ways to connect with other UKG solution users, and
discover how you can share your UKG experiences.

Learn with UKG
Access the latest information about how to make the most of your
UKG solution user experience.
Product Resource Center

Mobile Resources

At your fingertips, you will find key resources for
everything related to your UKG solution. Quickly
locate how-to guides, training resources, release
information, mobile resources, FAQs, a survival
checklist, the UKG Marketplace, and more.

Access everything that Workforce mobile users,
managers, and administrators need in order to get
up and running quickly and effectively, from
downloading the mobile app and viewing how-to
videos to accessing quick tips and helpful FAQs.

• UKG Workforce Central™ Suite

• UKG Central Mobile Resources

• UKG Ready™ Suite

• UKG Ready Mobile Resources

• UKG Dimensions™ Suite

• UKG Dimensions Mobile Resources

Learning and Training

Engagement Toolkit

Take advantage of a variety of learning and training
options — including instructor-led training, selfpaced e-Learning, Q&A sessions, and practice
environments — to speed solution adoption and
user proficiency.

Whether you’re kicking off or upgrading your UKG
solution, use the customizable emails and flyers in
this Engagement Toolkit to introduce or update
managers and employees on their new favorite
coworker: UKG.

• UKG Workforce Central: KnowledgePass™
• UKG Ready: My Learning
• UKG Dimensions: UKG KnowledgeMap™

Administrator Checklist
Solution administrators can use this checklist to
access vital tools and resources designed to help
them get up to speed quickly and optimize use of
their solution.
• UKG Workforce Central Starter Checklist
• UKG Ready Survival Checklist
• UKG Dimensions Starter Checklist
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Keep Informed with UKG
Access timely solution information and useful tips and insights to
expand your UKG user experience.
Working Smarter Café

Workforce Matters Newsletter

Discover the latest UKG solution tips, tricks, and
best practices in the Working Smarter Café. UKG
experts share experiences, insights, and customer
stories that support working smarter.

Check out the Workforce Matters quarterly customer
newsletter to access information on solution
updates, locate helpful resources, register for
informative presentations, and gain insight into
UKG solution best practices and trends. Content is
targeted by solution and user position, so you can
easily find the most relevant information.

Stay Connected with UKG
Discover how to get the most from your UKG solution by connecting
with other users and UKG solution experts through a range of
opportunities.
UKG Huddle

UKG Works

Huddle up with other UKG solution users in these
free one-day UKG Huddle user conferences. Find
out about the latest solution enhancements, learn
solution tips and tricks, ask questions of our
product experts, and share your experiences with
others who are using the same UKG solution.

Join workforce innovation thought leaders, UKG
tech experts, and UKG solution users at the annual
UKG Works conference designed to educate, inform,
and inspire. Learn from product experts about the
latest solution developments, gain insight from
other users on how to optimize use of your solution,
and network with others in your industry.

UKG Kronos Community
Visit the UKG Kronos Community to access valuable
tools and resources, get answers to questions about
your UKG solution, connect with other users and
solution experts, and share product ideas. It’s your
go-to spot for seeing what’s new, locating the latest
content and informative articles, and contributing
to discussions. Join the groups in the Community
that interest you and start making connections.
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Get Involved with UKG
If you’re an avid UKG solution user, take advantage of these
opportunities to communicate your experiences with others and be
recognized for your efforts.
User Spotlight

UKG Insiders

Be a part of the program that lets you share your
story about using a UKG solution. Join the User
Spotlight series. Tell us about a business issue
you’ve solved or overcome using a UKG solution like
UKG Dimensions, UKG Ready, or UKG Workforce
Central. Let others know what features are your
favorites and why.

Expand your expertise as a member of UKG Insiders.
As an Insider, you have an exclusive opportunity to
connect with like-minded peers, share your UKG
story and best practices, be recognized, impact
future solution enhancements, and earn rewards.
You can participate in Customer Collabs with other
Insiders; UKG Works hospitality events such as
receptions, Q&As with experts, and networking
opportunities; and a private UKG Kronos
Community group for learning, interaction, and
recognition.

For more information about everything UKG,
check out the UKG Kronos Community.

Building on 70 years of experience from two leaders in HR solutions,
UKG combines the strength and innovation of Ultimate Software and
Kronos. Individually, we’ve always put people at the center of
everything we do. Together, we’re committed to inspiring workforces
and businesses around the world, helping to pave the way forward
for our people, customers, and industry.
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other trademarks, if any, are property of their respective owners. All specifications are subject to change.
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